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Finite-temperature properties of the two-dimensional Kondo lattice model
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Using the recently developed Lanczos technique we study finite-temperature properties of the 2D Kondo
lattice model at various fillings of the conduction band. At half filling the quasiparticle gap governs physical
properties of the chemical potential and the charge susceptibility at small temperatures. In the intermediate
coupling regime quasiparticle gap scales approximately linearly with the Kondo coupling asDqp;0.3J. Tem-
perature dependence of the spin susceptibility seems to reveal two different temperature scales. A spin gap in
the intermediate regime leads to a drop of the spin susceptibility at low temperatures, while a scaling of spin
susceptibility is found for temperatures aboveTc>0.6J. Charge susceptibility at finite doping reveals existence
of heavy quasiparticles. A low energy scale is found at finite doping.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Kondo lattice model is one of the simplest two-ba
lattice models of correlated electrons. It is widely used
model heavy fermion materials where weakly interact
electrons in wide bands coexist with almost localized el
trons in unfilled orbitals of actinide or rare-earth elements
heavy fermion materials a remarkable variety of differe
phases can be found at low temperatures: paramagnetic m
with large quasiparticle mass, anti-ferromagnetic and fe
magnetic phases, unconventional superconductivity, etc
most of these cases, strong electron correlations represen
key ingredient of the theory that explains the rich variety
physical phenomena.

In this work we investigate the Kondo lattice model, d
fined on a two dimensional square lattices. The model can
written as

H52t(̂
ij &s

cis
† cjs1H.c.1J(

i
Sisi, ~1!

wheresi5(ss8cis8
† ss8scis and summation̂ij & runs over near-

est neighbors. There are two distinct types of degrees
freedom in this model: free electrons described bycis opera-
tors and localized spins described bySi . In the limit where
J50 two systems are decoupled which leads to a large
generacy of states due to noninteracting spins. At fin
Kondo couplingJÞ0 the two systems interact. It is believe
that the interplay between the two degrees of freedom re
sents the most important physical mechanism of the he
fermion materials. Associated with the two distinct syste
are competing interactions that govern the low-tempera
physics. Finite Kondo coupling leads to the formation
Kondo spin-singlets between the conducting electrons
the localized spins screening the magnetic moments of lo
ized spins. Singlet formation competes with band propa
tion of electrons in the conduction band. Furthermore, loc
ized spins interact via conduction electrons by t
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~4!/2482~6!/$15.00
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Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshida~RKKY ! interaction that
acts between localized spins. The Kondo screening and
RKKY interaction are in many cases competing interactio
Conditions, under which one or the other prevails depe
mostly on the strength of the Kondo coupling, the electr
filling and the dimensionality of the system.

A number of theoretical approaches has been applie
the investigation of the Kondo lattice model.1 In the strong
coupling regime perturbation theory can be applied.2 Large-
Nf expansion can be used in the case of large localized s
degeneracyNf .3 The slave-boson approach,4 Gutzwiller
variational treatments,5 and the recently developed stron
coupling method6 have been successful in predicting th
heavy mass of the quasiparticles, the phase diagram, an
properties of the spectral functions.

Numerical calculations have been mostly limited to o
dimensional systems where various well developed te
niques are available and finite-size effects can be easily c
trolled. Calculations on small systems have demonstra
that at half-filling the one-dimensional Kondo lattice mod
is a spin liquid with a finite spin gap.7 Density-matrix
numerical-renormalization group~DMRG! calculations8 pro-
vided an accurate determination of spin and charge gaps
function of the Kondo coupling.9,10 Recently, a powerful
finite-temperature DMRG method11,12 has been used to ob
tain results for thermodynamic13–15 and dynamic
properties15,16 of the model atT.0.

While there are many reliable numerical results of t
Kondo lattice model in 1D, much less is known about t
model in two or three dimensions. Based on theoretical c
siderations conceptually different physical behavior is e
pected in higher dimensions. Spin-charge separation exis
1D correlated models. Luttinger liquid parameters defi
power-law behavior of correlation functions in 1D while
higher dimensions exponential behavior of correlation fu
tions is expected unless a long-range order exists. The
of the long-range order in 1D is responsible for Kon
screening to overcome the RKKY interaction for any finiteJ.
2482 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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In two dimensions, however, there is a critical value
Jc /t;1.4 ~Refs. 17–19! below which the RKKY interaction
prevails and the system orders antiferromagnetically clos
the half-filled conduction band.

The main purpose of this work is to explore thermod
namic properties of the 2D Kondo lattice model using t
finite-temperature Lanczos method.21 We focus our investi-
gations to intermediate and high temperatures and try
identify energy and temperature scales that govern the
and the charge response. Due to small system sizes we
not able to explore extremely low temperaturesT,Tf s ,
since in this regime finite-size effects become dominant.
the same reason we limit our calculations to intermediate
strong couplingJ.t where physics is sufficiently local s
that our results remain valid even in the thermodynam
limit.

II. ANALYTICAL APPROACHES

In this section we present results of two analytical a
proaches:~a! the high-T expansion up to the second no
trivial order in 1/T and ~b! the atomic-limit, valid at large
J@t. Despite their simplicity, these results nevertheless p
vide physical insight into two limiting cases and can be us
as a guide to the interpretation of our numerical results.

A. High-temperature expansion

The grand-canonical sum can be written as

J5Tr e2b(H2mN̂), ~2!

whereN̂5( ini and ni5(scis
† cis is the fermion number op

erator,m is the chemical potential andb51/T. exp(2bH) is
expanded in powers of 1/T taking into account that at fixed
particle density exp(bmN̂) is not a small number even a
high-T. Equation~2! can be in the case@H,N̂#50 expressed
in terms of cumulants as

lnJ52Ns ln~11ebm!1 (
n51

`
~2b!2

n!
^Hn&c , ~3!

where^•••&c symbolizes cumulants20 andNs is the number
of lattice sites. Performing the cumulant expansion tob2 we
obtain

lnJ.22Ns ln~12p!1
b2

2
Nsp~12p!F3J2

8
18t2G , ~4!

wherep51/@11exp(2bm)#. Our calculations are performe
at fixed particle densityn, so the chemical potentialm(b,n)
is calculated from the equation of the state

n5
1

Ns

d ln J

d~bm!
. ~5!

After inverting and taking into account Eq.~4! leads to

m.TF log
12d

11d
2

d

2T2 S 3J2

8
18t2D G , ~6!
f
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where we have introduced the dopingd512n. While the
first term is model independent, the second one represen
nontrivial finite-temperature correction.

The charge response of the system can be measured
charge susceptibilityxc52dd/dm which can be expresse
as

xc.
12d2

2T F12
11d2

8T2 S 3J2

8
18t2D G . ~7!

We evaluate the spin susceptibility viaxs5b^Stot
z 2& and per-

form the high-temperature expansion

xs.
32d2

8T F12
12d2

32d2

J

2TG . ~8!

Note, that unlike in the case ofxc , there is a 1/T2 correction
in xs .

B. Atomic limit

At large J@t, where the spin singlets that form betwee
the electrons in the conduction band and localized spins
quite local, many physical properties of the model can
computed taking into account only a single lattice site. In t
limit the grand canonical sum can be calculated asZ

5( j 51
8 e2b(Ej

at
2mN), and only 8 states are taken into accou

the singlet state with the energyES50
at 523J/4, the degener-

ate triplet stateES51
at 5J/4 both containing one conductio

electron, and fourfold degenerate statesES51/2
at 50 consisted

of an empty and a doubly occupied conduction level each
them with two different spin configurations. Values of th
spin, quasiparticle and charge gap are in this limit given
Ds5J, Dqp53J/4, andDc51.5J. For simplicity we present
analytical results for spin and charge susceptibility only
zero doping (d50)

xs5b
112e2bJ/4

413e2bJ/41e3bJ/4
, ~9!

xc5b
4

413e2bJ/41e3bJ/4
, ~10!

whereb is the inverse temperature andm50. At finite dop-
ing results cannot be written in an explicit form due tom
Þ0. However, in the low-T limit approximate results atd
Þ0 can be obtained

xs.
d

4T
, ~11!

xc.
d~12d!

T
. ~12!

At dÞ0 spin and charge susceptibilities diverge at low-T. xs
diverges because interactions between moments on diffe
atomic sites are negligible.xc diverges because of discre
energy levels atJ@t.
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III. RESULTS

Our numerical calculations are performed by recently
veloped finite-temperature Lanczos method.21 We investigate
square lattices ofNs58 and 10 sites. Most of the resul
presented are for theNs510 case. StandardT50 exact di-
agonalization results on small clusters are generally plag
by strong finite-size effects. Performing calculations atT
.0 and within the grand-canonical ensemble gives us
only the thermodynamical properties of the system, but m
importantly diminishes finite-size effects forT.Tf s .21 The
finite sizeTf s depends primarily on the number of low lyin
excited states in the system. TheTf s can be quite small when
the system possesses either~a! a large number of low-lying
energy states or~b! if the physics is sufficiently local. A loca
physics is expected at largeJ@t where the size of the Kondo
singlet is of the order of lattice spacing. We present res
for half-filled casen51 and at finite dopingdÞ0. Due to
particle-hole symmetry onlyd.0 is considered. In this work
we restrict calculations to thermodynamic quantities as
m,xs ,xc and the specific heatcv52T]2F/]T2, whereF is
the free energy. Despite small system size we can com
thermodynamic quantities at any dopingd simply by choos-
ing the appropriate chemical potential.21

A. Chemical potential µ

In Fig. 1~a! we show chemical potentialm as a function of
T for small doping values andJ/t52.5. Due to the particle-
hole symmetry the relationm(d50)50 is valid at allT. At
T@t,J anddÞ0, m approaches the expression~faint dotted
lines!, calculated by the high-temperature expansion~6!. Nu-
merical results start deviating significantly from~6! below
T/t;2. At small T m approaches a finite value even in th
limit d→0. Infinitesimally small doping thus leads to a
abrupt change of the chemical potential. Such behavior in
cates formation of the quasiparticle gapDqp also found in the
1D DMRG calculations.14 To investigate the quasiparticl
gap in more detail, we present in Fig. 1~b! m/J at fixed
doping for different choices ofJ on a system ofNs510 sites.
We find that Dqp increases almost linearly withJ in the
intermediate coupling range, i.e., forJ/t51.6, 2.0, and 2.5.
Extrapolated values ofDqp in theT→0 limit are presented in
Table I for systems ofNs58 and 10 sites. Results, obtaine
from the two systems agree reasonably well in the interm

FIG. 1. Chemical potentialm as a function of temperatureT; ~a!
at different dopingsd and fixedJ, ~b! at fixed dopingd and differ-
ent couplingsJ/t.
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diate coupling range. In the strong coupling limit, e.g.,J/t
510, the extrapolated values agree well with the strong c
pling resultDqp5 3

4 J22t1 13
6 t2/J55.72.1

B. Spin and charge susceptibilities

1. Zero doping

In Fig. 2~a! we present spin susceptibilitiesJxs(T/J) at
zero doping,d50, for different values of J. AtT.t,J nu-
merical results agree with the high-T expansion given by Eq
~8!. In the intermediate temperature regime we find rat
surprising result. All curves merge on a single curve forT
.Tc;0.6J. It could be argued that this is because the hig
T result in Eq.~8! scales withJ, i.e., the functionJxs(J/T) is

TABLE I. The quasiparticle gapDqp /J and peak positions
Tqp /J and Ts /J both presented in units of the Kondo couplingJ.
Quasiparticle gaps were obtained from the limitm(d→0,T→0).
Spin susceptibilitiesxs can be in the temperature intervalT/J
,0.6 and forJ/t<2.5 well fitted to a simple formxs5C/Texp
(2Ts /T) where the effective momentC varies from 0.25 for small
J/t to 0.5 at largeJ/t. Estimated errors where not otherwise spe
fied are within 5%.

J/t (Ns58) Dqp /J Tqp /J Ts /J

1.2 0.27 0.31 0.0860.04
1.6 0.28 0.30 0.1360.03
2.0 0.30 0.31 0.1860.03
2.5 0.32 0.31 0.3160.03

10.0 0.56 0.38 0.4760.04

J/t (Ns510) Dqp /J Tqp /J Ts /J

1.2 0.40 0.49 0.0960.04
1.6 0.30 0.35 0.1560.03
2.0 0.29 0.32 0.2360.03
2.5 0.31 0.32 0.3060.03

10.0 0.56 0.38 0.4760.04

FIG. 2. Spin~a! and charge~b! susceptibilitiesJxs , Jxc vs T/J
at zero doping. Faint dashed line in~a! represent high-temperatur
expansion result, Eq.~8!. Legends, given in~a! apply also for~b!
and the inset in~b!. In the inset in~b! all six different curves for
J/t51.2–10 are presented. All, except forJ/t510 appear as a
single line. Legend FT in~a! indicates analytical result, Eq.~8!.
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independent ofJ. However, the agreement with the Eq.~8! is
only within 10% up toT/J;1 @see Fig. 2~a!# while the over-
lap of susceptibilities calculated for a wide range ofJ/t is
within a few percent. At low-T, xs reaches a maximum a
T5Ts and then approaches zero. In the strong coupling li
the spin gapDs is larger thanDqp , however, at smallerJ/t
this is no longer true. In the region of smallJ/t;1.4 Ds is
expected to vanish due to formation of AFM order.19 Low
temperature behavior ofxs in the intermediate coupling re
gime is thus governed by the spin gap. There are two p
sible approaches to estimateDs using our method. AtT50
Ds equals the energy difference between the lowest (S50)
and the first excited (S51) state. AtTÞ0 the Ds can be
estimated from the position of the peak inxs(T) given by the
activation temperatureTs . We believe, that the secon
method, even though indirect, gives results that are close
the thermodynamic limit.

Values ofTs are presented in Table I. As seen from F
2~a! with increasingJ, low-temperature peak in spin susce
tibility moves toward higher values ofT/J. Ts therefore does
not scale linearly withJ for small J as doesDqp ~see Table
I!. This points towards a non-linear dependence ofDs vs.J/t
that was found in 1D system1 and also recent calculations i
the 2D system.19 A qualitatively good agreement is foun
also betweenTs and theDs obtained by the projection quan
tum Monte Carlo simulations.19

At small values of the Kondo couplingJ/t,1.4 gapless
AFM long range order is expected to develop as a con
quence of RKKY interaction.18,19Uniform spin susceptibility
in this case saturates around the temperature which is g
by the RKKY interaction between localized spins. Our r
sults in this regime are less reliable at low-T due to pro-
nounced finite-size effects.

The charge susceptibilityxc shows in many respects dif
ferent behavior thanxs . The agreement of numerical resul
with the high-temperature expansion depends strongly oJ.
In Fig. 2~b! we showJxc(T/J) at d50 and a wide range o
J. At largeJ/t510, whereJ is the dominant energy scale i
the system, numerical results agree with the analytical re
given by Eq. ~7!, down to T/J50.4. At smallerJ high-
temperature limit is reached aboveT/J.2.

xc is governed by a single energy scale, i.e., the quasi
ticle gapDqp . This is reflected in nearly perfect scaling
Jxc(T/J) for the Ns58 system in the intermediate couplin
region 1.2<J/t<2.5 @see the inset of Fig. 2~b!#. Scaling is
due to the fact that the quasiparticle gap scales nearly
early with J, i.e., Dqp.0.3J in this regime.Dqp remains
finite even at smallJ;1.2 where the spin gap disappea
The scaling does not persist up to the strong coupling lim
J/t510 due to a crossover whereDs becomes larger than
Dqp . The location of the peak atT5Tqp seen inxc(T)
matches the value of the quasiparticle gapTqp;Dqp ob-
tained from the doping dependence of the chemical poten
~see Table I!. Despite a smaller system size we believe, t
near or at zero doping,Ns58 system shows less finite-siz
effects then theNs510 when calculating quasiparticle prop
erties of the system. The reason is that theNs58 noninter-
acting fermion system has a sixfold degenerate level at z
energy which overlaps with the value of the chemical pot
tial at zero doping. In contrast, theNs510 noninteracting
it
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system has a large gap atm. The scaling is therefore les
obvious for theNs510 system size, however, locations
the peaks nevertheless approximately scale withJ and peak
positionsTqp approximately matchDqp obtained fromm for
J51.6, 2.0, and 2.5.

2. Finite doping

Spin susceptibilityxs , presented in Fig. 3~a!, at small
dopingd50.1 show a similar high-temperature behavior
in the zero doping case. AtT@t,J, xs follows Curie-like 1/T
behavior, predicted by the high-T expansion, Eq.~8!. As in
the d50 case,xs curves calculated for differentJ/t show
scaling aboveT.Tc;0.6J. With decreasing temperaturexs
reaches a peak atT5Ts whereTs is close to itsd50 value.
Even thoughDs is expected to disappear atdÞ0 andT50,
at T.0 remains of the spin gap can be observed. Sim
results were observed in 1D calculations.14 With further de-
creasing ofT xs first decreases and then sharply increase
even lower temperature. In this region the susceptibi
curve can be fitted to a simple formxs5Cd/T. This Curie-
like form suggests that finite doping produces nearly f
localized spins. In contrast to 1D results,14 we find that for
intermediate valuesJ/t51.6, 2.0, and 2.5 the local momen
is reduced and equalsC;0.18. In the strong coupling limit,
J/t510, the local moment reaches its maximum valueC
50.25. In the extreme low-temperature limitxs should satu-
rate either due to RKKY interaction between localized sp
for small values ofJ/t or due to Kondo screening effects fo
larger J/t. This effect can be seen in the case of largerd
50.2, where for intermediateJ/t51.6, 2.0, and 2.5xs shows
less divergent behavior as in thed50.1 case.

The charge susceptibilityxc at d50.1, presented in Fig
3~b!, follows the 1/T behavior at high-T, predicted by the
expansion in Eq.~7!. xc reaches a local maximum aroun
T5Tqp . For small dopingTqp overlaps with its value atd
50. At even smallerT we observe a sharp increase inxc .
xc(T50) should be proportional to the quasiparticle ma
The sharp increase ofxc therefore suggests that quasipar
cles are very massive.

3. Comparison with the strong coupling results

At large values ofJ, physics of the Kondo model become
local. We support our claim by results shown in Fig. 4 whe
we present comparison ofxs andxc for J/t510 and analyti-
cal results obtained within the atomic limit. Spin and char
susceptibilities, Eqs.~9!,~10!, presented in Fig.~4! follow
1/T law at T@J. At lower temperatures we see a pea
marked by arrows. We introduce two temperature scales
mark the peak positions:Ts50.453J and Tqp50.386J for
spin and charge susceptibility, respectively. Given values
obtained analytically from Eqs.~9!,~10!. At low-T both sus-
ceptibilities approach zero atd50 consistent with the exis
tence of a gap in the excitation spectrum. Low-T behavior is
in both cases given byxc,s}b exp(23bJ/4) which leads us
to a conclusion, that the quasiparticle~smallest! gap Dqp /J
53/4 governs the low-T behavior of both susceptibilities
This is possible since a quasiparticle excitation modifies
charge configuration and also changes the spin quan
number by61/2. Even though both susceptibilities share
common gap, they reach a maximum at slightly differe
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temperaturesTs andTqp which is due to different nature o
the excitation spectra above the gap.

We see that numerical calculations at largeJ/t510, also
presented in Fig. 4, agree reasonably well with analyt
results at zero and finite doping. Agreement at finite dop
is somewhat surprising since in the atomic limit only a sin
site of the Kondo lattice is taken into account. The div
gence of spin and charge susceptibilities at low temperat
can be explained within the atomic limit, see Eqs.~11!,~12!.
Divergence at low temperatures is in the strong coupl
regime a consequence of nearly degenerate level system
even lowerT, results saturate towards finite values due
weak interatomic correlations that lift the degeneracy. Inxc
such a deviation from the predicted 1/T law can be seen in
Fig. 4~b! while in xs such deviation is expected at eve
lower T.

C. Specific heat

Results for the specific heatcv are shown in Fig. 5. At
J/t50, cv has a peak at finiteT as for free conduction elec
trons. The contribution of localized noninteracting spins

FIG. 3. Spin~a! and charge~b! susceptibilitiesJxs , Jxc vs T/J
at d50.1 and 0.2. Legends given in~b! apply also for~a! and both
insets.

FIG. 4. Spin~a! and charge~b! susceptibilitiesxs , xc vs T/J
calculated numerically atJ/t510 ~full lines!. Dashed curves repre
sent results obtained in the atomic limit. Positions of the peaksTs in
~a! andTqp in ~b! in the atomic limit and zero doping are indicate
with arrows.
l
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singular and appears only forT→0. At small values ofJ,
e.g.,J/t50.8, 1.2, 1.6, and 2.0, we observe two peaks incv .
The low-T peak that has emerged from the lifting of th
degeneracy atJ/t50 can be attributed to spin excitation
With increasingJ this peak shifts towards higherT and
broadens. The broadening is due to the spin excitation s
trum having bandwidth of some effectiveJeff which in-
creases withJ. The broad peak, that originated from the fr
electron band atJ50, shifts towards higherT with increas-
ing J and becomes even broader. This is due to the interp
of band effects and the charge gap that develops with
creasingJ/t. The two peaks aboveJ/t52.5 merge into a
single peak which in the strong coupling limit scales linea
with J. At J/t510 cv closely follows analytical prediction
calculated within the atomic limit as seen in Fig. 5~b! where
cv is presented as a function ofT/J. Our results for the 2D
lattice are in many respects similar to results for the
lattice obtained by the DMRG method.13,15

At finite doping,d50.1 shown in Fig. 6~a!, small peaks
due to the spin gap are still visible at smallT. At even larger
doping,d50.2 shown in Fig. 6~b!, new peaks emerge at ver
small temperatures@see also the inset of Fig. 6~b!#. These
peaks shift towards larger temperatures with increasingJ.
The shift is approximately quadratic inJ. We believe that the

FIG. 5. Specific heat atd50 cv ~a! vs T/t and ~b! vs T/J
calculated on a system ofNs510. The faint dashed line represen
the free electron result~a! and result obtained in the atomic lim
~b!.

FIG. 6. Specific heatcv T/t at ~a! d50.1 and~b! d50.2 calcu-
lated on a system ofNs510. The inset represents the expand
low-temperature region in~b!.
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same low energy scale that gives rise to these peaks i
sponsible for saturation of spin susceptibility seen in the
termediate couplingJ/t andd50.2.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated finite-temperature properties of
Kondo lattice model on small square lattices. The chem
potential at low temperatures shows singular behavior a
function of doping. The jump in the chemical potential is
consequence of the quasiparticle gap at zero doping.
quasiparticle gap scales approximately asDqp;0.3J in the
intermediate coupling regime, i.e., 1.6<J/t<2.5. Similar
scaling was recently found by quantum Monte Ca
simulations19 which furthermore show that scaling persis
even below the transition to the AFM state,J/t;1.4. In the
strong coupling regime the quasiparticle gap again sc
linearly with J as Dqp;0.75J which is not too surprising
since in this case physics becomes local andJ is then the
only energy scale in the system. The crossover between
two linear regimes occurs when the spin gap overcomes
quasiparticle gap, i.e., atJ/t.2.5. Interestingly, calculations
in 1D show two distinct linear regimes for the charge gap
J/t.10

Two temperature scales govern the temperature de
dence of spin susceptibility in the intermediate coupling
gime. One scale is given byTc /J;0.6 above which we find
an almost perfect scaling calculated for a wide range oJ.
One possible explanation of this unusual scaling is thatTc is
governed by the charge gapDc . We have shown in the pre
vious section that the quasiparticle gap at the intermed
. B
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coupling scales asDqp;0.3J. AssumingDc52Dqp we get a
linear scaling for the charge gap,Dc;0.6J, which agrees
with the value forTc . At lower temperaturesT;Ts , physics
at zero doping is governed by the spin gapDs . This remains
true as long asDs,Dqp . Near the strong coupling regim
the opposite becomes true, then the quasiparticle gap d
mines the low-temperature physics of the spin susceptibi

The charge susceptibility shows substantially different
havior than the spin susceptibility. On a smaller system
Ns58 we find scaling withJ in the whole temperature rang
within the intermediate Kondo coupling region. This res
suggests that a single energy scale, identified as a quas
ticle gapDqp;0.3J, governs the physics of the charge r
sponse of the system.

At finite doping we find a new energy scale. It is reflect
in the saturation of the 1/T behavior inxs(T) at small tem-
peratures and in the appearance of low-temperature pea
the specific heatcv at d50.2. Approximate quadratic scalin
of the position of the peaks incv with the Kondo coupling
strength suggests, that this energy scale could be attribute
the RKKY interaction between uncompensated spins at fi
doping.
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